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INTRODUCTION : 

India is mineral rich country so its 

development of mining sector is marvellous. 

With the development of Infrastructure and 

manufacturing the consumption of minerals 

became much. Due to the increase in 

exploration environmental disturbance is 

much wide. So we need binding essential and 

standardised approach so that there is no loss 

done to our natural resources e.g. air , soil , 

human beings so there we should have 

mining at low level. The mining sector is 

mixed activity with the economic reforms 

that we have to look after the environment 

and social problems. We should adopt the 

strategy so that we can have the social + 

economic + environmental development 

together lead into output of Sustainable 

Development. “This requires a robust 

framework based on an agreed set of 

principles , an understanding of the key 

challenges facing the sector at different levels 

and in different regions and the action needed 

to address these problems; a process for 

responding to these challenges for protecting 

the rights and interest of people involved , 

abilities to set priorities , ensure that action is 

taken at appropriate levels and an integrated 

set of institution and policy instrument to 

ensure standards of compliance as well as 

responsible voluntary actions”1.   So to 

requires to measure the development we need 

                                                
1 Sustainable development framework ch-7 (9) 

the Sustainable Development Framework 

(SDF) in the development of mining sector. 

 

BACKGROUND : 

In the year 2005, a high level committee was 

made under guidance of Anwarul Hoda , 

member of Planning commission to look the 

National Mineral Policy  for the environment 

management , to leaning on international 

direction for the sustainable development. 

The mentioned committee examined the 

influence of the effect of mineral 

advancement with the need to create 

standards in mining, best practices, what's 

more, detailing principles which might be 

estimated dispassionately. “The Committee 

held that a portion of the moves confronting 

the Indian mining area to create in a 

supportable way is distinguish the suitable 

utilization of land inside a Land Planning 

system through a popularity based basic 

leadership process based on incorporated 

evaluation of natural, ecological, practical 

and social sway”2. The High Level 

Committee likewise held that mining ought 

to add to monetary, social and social 

prosperity of indigenous host population and 

nearby networks by making partner 

enthusiasm for digging activities for the 

Project influenced Persons (PAP). The 

assessment done by the High-level 

Committee depended upon the SDF outline 

laid down by the International Council of 

Metals and Mining (ICMM), International 

Union for Conservation of Nature and 

Natural Resources (IUCN). The principles of 

the both these were laid down in the domestic 

regulations of India. The mentioned SDF 

emphasised upon the 3 sectors of the mining 

– SME , Captive and Large stand alone 

sectors. After the due implementation in 

2 ibid 
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India they will be monitored by the 

regulatory authority. These suggestion of the 

High Level Committee were apted by the 

government.  The National Mineral Policy 

2008 laid down the obstructive effects of 

mining on the land , water , air etc. “The 

policy was framed in such a way that it 

focused upon the development as well as 

principles of conservation of natural 

resources contributing to the Sustainable 

Development”3.  

 

DEVELOPMENT OF SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK : 

The committee was formed after due 

consultation of conditions with government. 

After the due confirmation with terms of draft 

of SDF it covers the following aspects of non-

coal and non-fuel minerals ( both major and 

minor minerals ) – 

1. Factors and limitations affects the sustainable 

and traditional mining 

2. Wide criteria past which mining may not be 

esteemed adequately maintainable and 

logically reasonable. 

3. Fundamental measures should have been 

taken or worked to expand sustainability of 

mining operations considering as long as its 

can remember cycle bury alia. 

- Safeguarding the rights of person affected. 

- Guaranteeing the bad effects on the life of 

local populations. 

- Making new policies for social and economic 

development.  

- Conservation of minerals. 

- Minimising the residue generation and their 

treatment. 

- Reducing the negative impacts on the 

environment – on surface and water. 

- Guaranteeing negligible natural aggravation 

in plants and animals. 

                                                
3 ibid 

- Advancing rebuilding and recovery exercises 

in order to utilize mined out land to serve the 

local populations. 

4. Frameworks to devise quantifiable markers 

of manageable improvement and draft shapes 

of Supportable Mining Management System. 

5. The administrative and different systems to 

guarantee that the foundational measures are 

set up and are working. 

6. Consultative components with partner 

bunches directly from pre-mining stages 

(counting investigation) through the 

existence cycle and up to present conclusion 

organizes on guarantee that the partner 

bunches association and support in 

distinguishing and tending to the 

manageability issues, in building up the 

expansive shapes of the ways to deal with the 

practical administration of the considerable 

number of exercises including plan of the 

quantifiable pointers and checking systems 

for the reason. 

7. Measures to guarantee industry 

acknowledgment and reception of the SDF 

including pointers for benchmarking the 

nature and degree of SDF reception. 

8. Take off system for appropriation of the SDF 

at the grassroots dimension including the 

preparation, attention, leading workshops, 

handholding and so forth what's more, time 

allotments for the Roll-out. 

 

SDF – CONCEPT : 

The Consultant designated for the reason 

arranged the draft report and recommended a 

structure for supportable advancement in 

Indian Mineral Sector. The working 

definition for 'Reasonable Development' in 

the Mining Sector laid out in the draft report 

is that "Mining that is monetarily feasible; 

socially capable; ecologically, actually and 
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experimentally solid; with a long haul 

perspective on advancement; utilizes mineral 

assets ideally; and guarantees supportable 

post-conclusion land employments. 

Additionally, one dependent on making long 

haul, authentic, commonly useful association 

between government, networks and 

excavators, in light of respectability, 

participation and straightforwardness"4. The 

report additionally elucidated a portion of the 

terms as offered underneath to all the more 

completely show and characterize the 

assignment close by. The SDF considers the 

greatest issues confronting the Sector with 

regards to existing laws and guidelines and 

characterizes a lot of rules that all things 

considered would advance the Sector towards 

supportable improvement. It joins 

administrative necessities, yet in addition 

goes past that and suggests practices and top 

tier angles to address the difficulties of 

manageable advancement completely. It 

gives a way to accomplish reasonable 

advancement supported by direction steps, 

quantifiable results and announcing and 

affirmation. The system approach is an 

adaptable one that permits accomplishment 

of manageable advancement goals without 

being excessively prescriptive and 

conventional. At any rate, the SDF gives 

direction to the mining organizations to 

improve execution on natural and social 

viewpoints. Be that as it may, over the long 

haul, it can likewise turn into the regular 

benchmark against which all mining 

activities might be assessed regarding their 

near execution on practical advancement 

terms. The SDF can be utilized by mining 

organizations to exhibit responsibility to 

feasible improvement, and might be 

submitted to controllers at the season of 

                                                
4 ibid 

looking for freedom or restoration or 

expansion. It might likewise be utilized by 

controllers to assess the mining 

organization's duty to accomplishing natural 

and social objectives. Financial specialists 

and financers may utilize this to survey 

chance and could also utilize it to request 

better execution of the related mining 

activities. The draft report recommended that 

the way toward driving the SDF will 

incorporate a few initiatives. It is normal that 

the business could, over a period, drive the 

more extensive appropriation of the SDF as 

show of execution and responsibilities to 

feasible improvement objectives. Common 

Society and the nearby network can utilize 

the SDF to drive digging organizations and 

controllers for expanded responsibility and 

mining execution related revelations. 

 

SDF – IMPLEMENTATION : 

1. The key part of SDF draft report is that it 

requires mining organizations, the state 

government and Ministry of Mines to give an 

account of their SDF execution (as 

important) all the time. By revealing this 

report, the SDF opens the execution 

accomplished for examination by an entire 

scope of partners, in this manner expanding 

responsibility and exchange. Also, there is an 

arrangement of affirmation that empowers 

the SDF report to be screened by autonomous 

evaluators for its legitimacy and verifiable 

precision. Offices like Ministry of Mines, 

Indian Bureau of Mines, State Departments 

of Mines and Geology and the Ministry of 

Environment and Forests will utilize these 

examined report to evaluate applications for 

mining lease, extensions, ecological 

clearances and so forth. In this way, the key 

checking component is self-evaluation on 
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SDF execution notwithstanding observing by 

administrative offices. 

2. The draft report on the SDF provides for 

public participation in the following manner: 

(1 ) At the Mining Company – It require the 

prior permission from the starting of the 

mining to the closing of the mining. In case 

of big mining industry it should be done with 

the due process of law to show the 

accountability , to transfer the information 

and to summarize their obligations. 

(2) At District level – According to this every 

year at district level they should consult from 

the public on issues relating to the mining. In 

every 5 year the Regional Mpact Assessment 

to be done with the view of public under 

consultation of the District Mineral 

Foundation. 

(3) At State level – SDF reports of the mining 

companies will  be entertained by the State 

SDF cells and further they will be transferred 

to the IBM and taken permission from MoEF 

for their regulation and screening.  

3.  For improved consistence and 

conveyance, the SDF report recommended 

for establishing instruments and channels of 

standard detailing and divulgence to people 

in general to empower more prominent 

examination at the neighborhood network 

level as additionally by common society on 

the loose. 

One of the suggestion to this end is to frame 

joint checking/reviews of SDF duties by the 

mining organizations and the neighborhood 

networks;  

Third gathering survey of execution through 

licensed offices, SDF reports to be 

considered amid IBM endorsement and 

observing of mining plans. Significantly 

expanding the limits of IBM to have the 

capacity to direct mining all the more viably 

and along the necessities of the SDF, Engage 

with the MoEF to consider SDF reports amid 

the natural freedom process just as 

continuous observing. 

4. For execution of SDF, the draft report 

stressed that the SDF as an institutional 

framework is comprehended to be 

completely incorporated, however working at 

various dimensions through a course of 

action of delegate cells. The draft report 

recommended four dimensions with explicit 

capacities which are connected to various 

dimensions, and associate with existing 

substances. The four dimensions 

recommended in the draft report are:  

- 1. National Level with Ministry of Mines. 

- 2. State Level with Ministry of Mines. 

- 3. At region level for the environmental and 

social impacts. 

- 4. At the lease level, where each mine has to 

be made according to the principles of 

sustainable development performance. 

5. The draft report on SDF has laid out in detail 

the job and capacities at various dimensions 

for execution of SDF. “It has explicitly 

suggested that the Ministry of Mines sets up 

a discrete National-level SDF cell in charge 

of driving strategy, looking for vital 

coordinated effort with MoEF specifically, 

guaranteeing assembly with related 

services/divisions, and drawing in with state 

governments to convey forward its 

command”. The draft report likewise 

perceived that a critical volume of work of 

this element, at this dimension will include 

the creation and the executives of complex 
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databases to advise strategy, and serve 

coordination and assembly works. In this 

way, it suggested that the secretarial elements 

of the SDF will be housed inside IBM. 

An IMS unit visualized to turn into an asset 

and storehouse of data regarding the matter 

will be set up explicitly to embrace SDF 

related information preparing and data 

stream. The draft report additionally 

prescribed that the National Level SDF Cell 

would include a group of specialists from the 

Mining Sector just as Environmental and 

Social Sectors (some deputed from important 

Ministries) with involvement in getting ready 

economical improvement techniques. Outer 

specialists might be acquired, in view of 

explicit necessities as they develop. This cell 

will be in charge of growing further rules, 

principles and help steer the administrative 

changes that will definitely be required to 

completely operationalize the SDF. 

The report likewise proposed that a state-

level SDF Cell be built up in every mineral 

rich State with mining exercises. This Cell 

will set up the state-level mining zone chance 

based categorization plan, make proposals 

based on this arrangement to the Directorate 

of Mines and Geology or fitting state 

organization, characterize conditions and 

measures expected in various hazard class 

zones for mining, audit SDF execution report 

as a piece of the ability of the digging 

organizations for new rents, development or 

reestablishment and so forth. It can likewise 

be a piece of the implementation group that is 

regularly driven by IBM on digging and the 

SPCBs for natural compliances to give 

guidance on feasible advancement execution. 

The report saw that at a territorial dimension, 

there is at present no organization assuming 

the imagined job. This is a vital 

appraisal/arranging job, and should be 

ordered through proper guideline; a meaning 

of its operational space viz. its capacity is 

likewise required. IBM may have a wide 

order to guarantee economical and logical 

mining yet does not have the broadness of 

skill to deal with natural and social 

difficulties. Then again the State Pollution 

Control Boards have the legitimate order to 

screen ecological execution. Be that as it 

may, they will require huge limit 

improvement to take on an administrative 

and consistence job at a territorial dimension. 

NEED FOR CAPACITY BUILDING IN 

MONITORING SDF : 

IBM has the order to assume a proactive job 

in limiting effects of mining on the earth by 

attempted ENVIRONMENTAL 

ASSESSMENT thinks about on a local 

premise. The Committee saw that however 

the methodology upheld under these 

standards has been incorporated with the 

order of IBM, it has so far not practiced this 

adequately aside from on incidental cases, 

and might not have adequate inside abilities 

to do so. 

To advance and screen network improvement 

exercises in the mining regions is likewise 

one of the assign functions of elements of 

IBM. Notwithstanding, the Committee saw 

that this sanction too stayed to be in any way 

notional in feeling of assemblage of data on 

the network advancement exercises 

completed by the mining organizations. By 

and by, no statutory instruments are 

accessible with IBM to screen the equivalent. 

There is no following component in IBM that 

can be utilized to survey the amount of the 

eminence gathered is utilized for 

neighborhood in mineral zones. The mining 

organizations call attention to that they pay 
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their because of the State Governments as 

eminence and it is the States right and duty to 

guarantee that the neighborhood formative 

advantages from the sovereignty. It is seen 

that most advantage sharing plans are CSR 

exercises centered around the network 

advancement rather that conveying direct 

advantages to individuals who have lost their 

work to assets to the mining action. 

IBM is likewise commanded to guarantee the 

logical mine conclusion by attempted 

satisfactory safeguarding and rehabilitative 

measures. There has been expanded 

administrative spotlight on conclusion, given 

the considerable budgetary necessities to do 

it in a way that is logical and in accordance 

with the environmental norms. It is 

fundamental that the mining activities must 

plan, oversee and continuously chip away at 

a procedure for inevitable mine conclusion. 

This procedure must cover every applicable 

angle and effects of conclusion in a 

coordinated and multi-disciplinary way. In 

this way, the institutional structure required 

to control the component requires a multi-

disciplinary methodology in which IBM is 

shy of the equivalent. 

Mine Closure centers around a mind 

boggling aggregate of complex issues 

extending from natural, social, economic and 

development viewpoints. The Mine Closure 

might be by virtue of a few factors, the 

preeminent of which is the end of mining 

tasks because of fatigue of mineral store 

because of removal of minerals. Here, the 

necessity of rebuilding of land assumes the 

most huge job as a mind boggling mix of 

geography, geology, hydrology, soil, 

greenery. The past mining activities affected 

condition contrarily, all things considered, as 

far as gotten things started, contaminated 

water bodies, decimated backwoods, 

hazardous mine inclines, and so forth. The 

worldwide pattern towards Mine Closure 

arranging has seen a significant more 

extensive acknowledgment in various nations 

since eighties. In our nation, it has been 

presented in the year 2003. 

The usage of the arrangements of the SDF 

will require new layers of data and detailing, 

checking, limit improvement and 

institutional component to arraign and rebuff 

the violators. The institutional course of 

action for a SDF isn't basic as it visualizes the 

association of a scope of controls. Along 

these lines, it is important to reinforce the 

current structure to manufacture abilities to 

comprehend, create procedure and screen the 

SDF at each dimension. The draft report on 

the SDF prescribed that it can rope in to turn 

into a piece of the authorization group that is 

ordinarily driven by Indian Bureau of Mines 

on mining and State Pollution Control Boards 

for natural consistence to give counsel on 

manageable improvement execution. The 

draft report on SDF proposed that for the 

Mining Sector to embrace this system, it will 

require reinforcing of capacities of the 

current controllers, organizers just as the 

mining organizations. The draft report 

suggested that the key organizations that 

would require their aptitude to be 

differentiated and limits altogether improved 

incorporates Indian Bureau of Mines to have 

the capacity to manage mining organizations 

to get the SDF as a piece of the mining plan 

where conceivable, or as extra angles they 

would need to cover for endorsements. IBM 

itself ought to have the ability to audit the SD 

reports, responsibilities and assess these in 

the field. 

The SDF report suggested that SDF selection 

will be effectively observed by the SDF Cell 

proposed to be set up in IBM, with the 
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Ministry of Mines looking for normal 

updates from the IBM. The draft SDF report 

likewise proposed that the mining 

organizations, extensive or little, ought to 

have the capacity to comprehend the SDF and 

its suggestions for their mining investigation 

or tasks and to acquire demonstrable skill that 

will enable them to meet their SD obligations 

and duty.  

The Committee feels that IBM as a 

specialized wing of the Central Government 

needs to assume extra liability of usage of 

SDF as an administrative part and 

furthermore as a teacher to the Mining 

Industry for accomplishing the ideal 

outcomes. In any case, the Committee saw 

that IBM does not have the fundamental 

aptitude and capacities to bear the obligation 

as conceived in the draft SDF report. IBM 

would need to enlist people having skill in the 

field of mining condition and financial 

viewpoints with specific reference to mining 

ventures so as to screen the administrative 

and formative piece of the SDF, and, in this 

way, the Committee prescribes for 

acceptances of people of these orders in IBM. 

The Committee suggests that a "SDF Cell" 

involving people of the orders of mining 

condition and financial subjects might be 

shaped at Headquarters who might work 

under the general supervision of the Chief 

Controller of Mines.  

LIAISON OFFICE AT NEW DELHI : 

At New Delhi , March 1948 – Indian Bureau 

of Mines was made. Further the headquarters 

of IBM were shift age to Nagpur. Also a 

small liaison office of IBM was formed at 

New Delhi with administrative staff and 

Group ‘C’ employees. Their task is fixed to 

help the ministry in the administrative work. 

And also large no. of other institutions are 

established with each other. 

They are assisted by also other ministries and 

office of IBM consist of following staff: 

- Steno Grade I 

- Senior Technical Assistant ( Mining Eng. 

) 

- Senior Hindi Translator 

- UDC 

- LDC 

- Staff Car Driver 

- Multi Task Force 

- Adm. Officer 

- Senior Legal Officer 

- Regional controller of mines 

- Regional Geologist 

- Mineral Economist  

CONCLUSION : 

So our future of mining lies in the shade of 

the Sustainable Development Framework for 

the mining sector and simultaneously our 

other purpose will be justified accordingly.  

***** 
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